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1 Why digital drilling simulator?
1.1 Drillbotics
Drillbotics® is an International competition for universities, promoted by the Drilling
Systems Automation Technical Section (DSATS). DSATS is a technical section
within the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) created to promote the adoption of
automation techniques using surface and downhole machines and instrumentation
to improve safety and efficiency of the drilling process. This year marks the sixth year
of the competition and a new additional challenge focused on drilling system
modelling and controls has been launched, that is the Group B competition.[1]
The petroleum industry constantly pursues to lower costs and improve efficiency
without losses in safety and the tool used for that is innovation. This project is all
about innovation: the design of a Digital Twin drilling system that can be used to
increase safety and improve efficiency of drilling operations.

1.2 Main Objectives
The participants of the Group B competition are required to design, model, and
simulate controls for a miniature directional drilling rig and demonstrate them on a
virtual drilling system. The team will also design automation and control like the ones
of Group A, but in virtual systems, using computer models, to test and demonstrate
the controls.
The drilling system model and corresponding control scheme will be used to virtually
drill a directional well according to a given plan. The drilling plan will be given to the
team on the day of the competition. The plan will involve up to 30 degrees inclination,
15 degrees azimuth and 10 inches displacement of the well while drilling through a
moderate strength rock within 24 inches of true vertical depth (TVD). The drilling
system modeled must be capable of simulating both Rotary Steerable System (RSS)
and Adjustable Kick off Sub (AKO) system.
Regarding trajectory control the objective is to minimize trajectory error and wellbore
tortuosity. Virtual surveys will be acquired and used as feedback for the steering
control scheme. [1]

1.3 Background
1.3.1 Digitization Development in Drilling
Digitalization is the process of using data to simplify the workflow. It can be defined
as the use of technology in order to make a process faster, more secure and more
efficient. [2]
The Internet of Things (IoT) is driving a rapid pace of digital adoption across multiple
industries. The O&G industry is beginning a transformation of its own, increasingly
looking towards data-driven solutions to boost performance, enhance efficiency and
ultimately, to reduce costs.
Equinor’s program of digitalization as an example of how the application can be
succeeded in the O&G industry:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital security and sustainability: Utilize data to reduce security risks, improve
learning from past incidents, enhance security, and reduce carbon footprint
from the business.
Process digitalization: Streamline work processes and reduce manual input
across the value chain.
Subsurface analysis: Improve data access and analysis tools for underground
data, thus facilitating better decision-making.
Next generation well delivery: Strengthen the use of well and underground
data for planning, real-time analysis and increased automation.
Fields of the future: Smart design and concept choices through maximizing
the use of available data and integrating digital technologies into future fields.
Data-driven operation: Using data to maximize the value of the installations
through production optimization and maintenance enhancements
Commercial insight: Improve analysis tools and data access within
commercial areas to enable better decision making.

1.3.2 Drilling Modeling and Automation
The process of drilling a borehole is very complex, involving surface and downhole
drilling systems, which interact with the drilling fluid and the surrounding rocks.
Drilling Modeling and Simulation (DMS) involves modeling and simulating the
behavior of drilling systems and processes. DMS can provide crucial information
about drilling system without constructing a well. DMS methods are designed to help
enhance drilling efficiency, productivity, and performance, manage various risks
effectively, and consequently improve operations safety.
Drilling automation is not the same as rig automation. Instead of mechanized or
automated machinery that deals with surface processes, drilling automation is
centered on the downhole activities necessary in the actual drilling of a well. This
involves the linking of surface and downhole measurements with near real-time
predictive models to improve the safety and efficiency of the drilling process.

1.3.3 Digital Twins
Digital twin (DT) is a virtual representation of an asset, that means it is a digital copy
of a physical system. According to Nadhan (2018), by means of digital twin of drilling
operations in wells, combining digital and real-time data together with predictive
diagnostic messages is seen as very advantageous in the improvement of accuracy
in decision making and results. That helps the industry increase safety, improve
efficiency and gain the best economic-value-based decisions.
Digital twins driven by real-time data helps to give operations the optimal plan with
focus on safety, risk reduction and improved performance. Additionally, Digital Twins
allow companies the ability to run risk analyses, health assessments and what-if
scenarios in real-time. They have the capability to detect faults early before control
limits are reached and contribute in hazard prevention, non-productive time (NPT)
avoidance and performance optimization.
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Digital twins may have different applications in drilling and well operations, for
example:
•
•
•

Real-time monitoring of a well allows real-time predictions of downhole NPT
and HSE related events. Also allows faster real-time optimization and
improved decision making for safer and more efficient drilling operations.
Post well analysis allows better understanding of historical events for
knowledge application in futures wells.
Pre-operation allows crew practice and trial runs before drilling the actual well.
This allows making mistakes while testing out the procedures, practice
communication, respond to well related and topside related malfunctions, test
out new drilling concepts and fulfil regulatory requirements.

2 Trajectory Design for Directional Drilling
2.1 Requirement from Guidelines
It is required to build a model, which will able to draw an optimum well trajectory
depending on data such as TVD, kick-off point (KOP), and build-up rate (BUR). This
model should execute the wellbore trajectory up to 30 degrees inclination, 15
degrees azimuth, and 10" displacement while drilling through a moderate strength
rock within 24” TVD.
This model shall provide optimum wellbore trajectory in 3D by giving information
about inclination and azimuth. We should consider how often the survey is taken and
how far from the bit the sensors are placed to mitigate the errors.
After planning, it is the time to proceed with drilling and reach the target, which is
determined from trajectory plan. Surveys will provide the data about the location of
the bit and the model should able to steer the bit through the well plan trajectory.
The drilling system model should predict the bit trajectory as a function of time,
measured depth (MD) or TVD for given weight-on-bit (WOB), rotational speed (RPM),
drive mechanism parameters (e.g. steering force, AKO angle), and rock strength. It
is required to provide data about a real-time display of the drilling parameters and
wellbore positioning during the test.

2.2 Well Planning
All parts of the drilling procedure ought to be assessed; all fundamental and related
data should be incorporated into the program for drilling a well. Land areas are
overviewed to decide the best regions that will give reasonable access to hardware
transportation, drilling apparatus setting, etc. There are different sorts of projects that
ought to be set up also, including casing program, mud program, directional drilling
project, bit program and different kinds of reports relying upon the kind of the well.
Some of them are summarized below:
•

Drilling mud program is created to provide such mud parameters that will
ensure productive wellbore cleaning, negligible harm to the environment,
appropriate improvement of channel cake and hydraulic isolation under given
bottom hole pressure and temperature.
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•
•
•
•

Cement system ought to provide properties that will keep up well integrity,
satisfactory well control and hydraulic isolation for production formations and
pay zones.
Significant time should be spent on bit program preparation to drill the well in
the best way and have the highest ROP as could be allowed.
Information and data about the problems that could be faced to improve
drilling the well should be collected from the offset wells.
Co-operations with service companies to check on equipment limitations: mud
properties should be compatible with the MWD equipment and steerable
motors. Design of BHA should give the highest possible ROP.
Selecting bit types depends on many things: type of well, type of formation
and hole condition – it all will affect the bit type which will be used. We should
choose the one which gives the optimum ROP defined by the engineers.

2.2.1 Direction well profiles
There are many kinds of directions trajectory profiles:
•
•
•
•
•

Slant well type
J-type
S-type
ERD wells
Horizontal wells

We could also use combinations to achieve our target.
Slant type wells

The kick-off point is located already at the top of the well. It means that we do not
have a vertical section in the beginning. This type is used for shallow wells when it is
mandatory to hit the target with a departure longer than 50 % of the TVD. It is often
used on well pads to drain some area of oilfield with several wells from a central site.
J-type profile

This is likely the most famous profile for directional wells. It contains vertical section,
build section, and hold up section. Inclination for this type is typically between 15-25
degree.

2.2.2 Planning Information
To give the best arrangement to a directional well that will be safe and cost effective,
parcel of data is required. We need to collect data from the offset wells, seismic,
completion and enhanced oil recovery (EOR) plan for future such that we would be
able to drill the well with the optimum parameters.
Geology

It is the first step in drilling design to understand the condition of the formation. A lot
of information will be given here to achieve the best wellbore trajectory and avoid
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drilling problems. These is information that we get from studying the geology of the
reservoir:
•
•
•
•

Lithology of the well (shales, limestones, sand etc.,)
Water/oil and gas/oil contacts
Geological control quality
Target development type and its properties (channel sands, a seismic
inconsistency, zenith reefs, infill drill or investigation)
Target topographical structures (deficiencies, plunge, shales)
Regulation issues (Gas/oil limits, against crash, last MD and TVD)
Well type (investigation, infusion, oil/gas creation).

•
•
•

Completion and production

We should fulfill the requirements of completion and production program:
•
•
•

Completion type (fracking, siphon bars and so on.)
Maximum inclination and dog-leg severity (DLS) limits
Positioning of well with connection to the future production plan
Pressure slopes and temperatures

•
Drilling

Co-operation between drilling companies and operator ones to decide and provide
the drilling program:
•
•
•
•
•

Selection of the well slot
Number of casing and casing shoes
Drilling mud parameters
Rig types and drilling equipment
Well trajectory and bit program.

2.2.3 Basics of Planning a Path
There are many rules and limits that we should stick with during design the well path
between two points.
•
•
•
•

Keep DLS as lower as you can, and it is known that 2-3 deg per 30 meter is the
optimum one.
The hold section should be 50 m or longer
Drop off rate should be in range of 1.5-2.5 deg.
KOP is kept as low as possible

We could make changes in these rules according to the condition of the well.
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2.2.3.1 Calculations of wellbore trajectory (2D)

Fig 2.1: 2D trajectory calculation, Heriot-Watt University

The table shown below gives an insight about what is needed for 2D trajectory design
and which outputs the model calculated. The simple calculations for such 2D well
trajectory calculation is given to briefly demonstrate the numerical effort and steps
involved in such work.
Inputs

TVD, KOP, HZ, BUR

Outputs

INC, AZ, MD

Simple example for 2D well trajectory design:

The radius of curvature R can be calculated from build-up rate:
𝑅=

180
𝜋

100

∗ 𝐵𝑈𝑅

𝑇𝑎𝑛 𝑥 =
𝑆𝑖𝑛 𝑦 =

(𝑑−𝑅)
𝐷

𝑅∗𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝑥
𝐷

𝛼 =𝑥+𝑦
Length of build section:
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𝐵𝐸
2∗𝜋∗𝑅

=

𝛼
360

TVD at the end of build section
𝑃𝐸 = 𝑅 ∗ 𝑆𝑖𝑛 𝛼
𝐴𝑋 = 𝐴𝐵 + 𝑃𝐸
Horizontal displacement at the end of build section:
𝑋𝐸 = 𝑂𝐵 − 𝑂𝑃
where OB = R
𝑂𝑃 = 𝑅 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼
𝑋𝐸 = 𝑅 ∗ (1 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝛼)
MD at the end of build section:
𝐴𝐸 = 𝐴𝐵 + 𝐵𝐸
Total MD at the target:
𝐴𝑇 = 𝐴𝐸 + 𝐸𝑇
Where:
α: Angle of inclination.
R: Radius of curvature.
BUR: Build of Rate.
d: Horizontal displacement.
MD: Measured depth.
TVD: True vertical depth.

2.2.3.2 Three-Dimensional Wellbore Trajectory Calculations
There are many techniques utilized for wellbore profile calculation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tangential method
Average angle tangential method
Balance tangential method
Radius of curvature method
Minimum curvature method
Cubic function
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Tangential Method

This model uses the angle of inclination and azimuth estimated at the lower study
station. The wellbore path is thought to be tangential to these angles all through the
survey interim. The bigger the angle, and the more noteworthy the study interval, the
more wrong the outcomes from this model. This model is therefore not suggested.

Fig 2.2: tangential method, Heriot-Watt University

Average angle tangential Method

In this model the tendencies and the headings at the two overview stations are
averaged. The wellbore is then thought to be one straight line over the study interim
having this normal heading and tendency. This straight-line way is a great guess given
the review interim is little, and the pace of ebb and flow is little in the real wellbore. This
model is frequently utilized at the apparatus site since the computations are genuinely
straightforward.

Fig 2.3: avg angle tangential method, Heriot-Watt University
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The balance tangential method

This model uses the survey data from both the upper and lower stations. The model
assumes that the well path lies along two equal length, straight line segments. The
inclination and direction of each segment is given by the corresponding survey
station. The tangential model is therefore applied twice - once to the upper half, once
to the lower half. This model approximates more closely to the probable shape of the
wellbore and yields more accurate results especially if the angles are changing
rapidly.

Fig 2.4: balance tangential method, Heriot-Watt University

Radius Curvature Method

This model expects a bended way which has the state of a round circular segment
passing through the deliberate points at the two overview stations. Basically, the
tendency and heading are accepted to fluctuate directly over the course length. This
technique is less touchy to blunders, regardless of whether the review interim is
moderately long.

Fig 2.5: Radius curvature method, Rabia H “well Engineering and construction”
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The Minimum Curvature Method

This model takes the space vectors defined by inclination and direction
measurements and smooths these onto the wellbore curve. The curvature of the path
is calculated using a ratio factor, defined by the dogleg of the wellbore. The result of
minimizing the total curvature within the physical constraints of the wellbore is an arc.

Fig 2.6: 2D min curvature method, Rabia H “well Engineering and construction”

We will use the cubic function method in our calculation for this project.
Cubic function [7]

The 3D coordinate functions are generated by solid functions that describe a
wellbore mechanical phenomenon. We cannot say that this methodology can offer
an all-time low force and drag mechanical phenomenon or a more robust mechanical
phenomenon than the other methodology. However, it has more advantages
comparing to others methods: it supplies a nonstop and sleek mathematical 3D curve
connecting this position of the outlet at the surface to a target, generally with a given
inclination and azimuth, with a degree of freedom that permits a good deal of
management on the geometric characteristics of the wellbore trajectory.
It is a mathematical method used for designing the complex wellbore trajectories. It
is used for different end conditions for instance; free end, set end, free inclination/set
azimuth, and set inclination/free azimuth. A 3D smooth continuous functions are the
outcome of this method and it is found that this trajectory is more fit with the modern
rotary steerable deviation tools. Changing in path curve and tool face gradually and
continuously will result in smooth trajectory curve that has less drag, torque, and
equipment wear.
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3D cubic trajectory

For the three parametric coordinate functions, the expressions derived for cubic
functions are used to construct a 3D cubic trajectory. It is assumed that the initial end
of the trajectory's coordinates, inclination, and azimuth are known. Also known are
the coordinates of the trajectory's end. There are four cases to be analyzed regarding
the end of the trajectory:
•
•
•
•

free inclination and azimuth
set inclination and azimuth
free inclination and set azimuth
set inclination and free azimuth

The procedures for cases 1–3 are basically the same. They differ only in how each
coordinate is represented by the functions selected and how the final conditions are
imposed. Case 4, however, requires an iterative process for obtaining the final end
azimuth due to its existence.
To clarify the application of the method, we will show the calculations for the second
case, set inclination and azimuth.
The three functions of the coordinate are set to slope cubic functions in this case.
The parameters L0 and L1 are two degrees of freedom. They affect the 3D trajectory
form, particularly its overall length and the varying curvature along the trajectory. L0
has a major impact on the trajectory's initial portion, while L1 has a major impact on
the trajectory's final portion.

Fig 2.7: 3d cubic function method
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The condition at the beginning of P0 and at the end of P1 is given:
Points

V

N

E

ϴ

φ

M

P0 (initial point)

500

5

18

30

10

508

P1(target point)

1600

800

1000

90

0

In addition, the model configuration parameters L0, L1 are designed by users to adjust
the trajectory shape, where L0 magnitude is connected to the functions of the
coordinate. The shape of the coordinate functions will decide their general behavior,
but the final shape of the functions depends on the magnitude of L0, which can be
treated as an independent parameter. The L0 and L1 parameters will determine the
final 3D trajectory design. From the simulation, we will end up with an abridged result
of the 3D cubic trajectory calculation for the above data. The trajectory's arc length is
1933.57 m and the final depth estimated is 2441.57 m.
Trajectory optimization by cubic function method:

The trajectory's free parameters yield several optimizations. For instance, the trail
length and curvatures through the mechanical phenomenon square measure littered
with changes in L0 or L1. It is clear that the length of the arc incorporates a minimum
quantity of the geometer interval between the trajectory's initial and final ends.
Nonetheless, increasing the trajectory's arc length usually will increase the curvature
close to the ends well. To attenuate force, drag, and wear of drilling and production
instrumentation, it is vital to avoid points with wide curvatures. One potential
improvement approach is to attenuate the quality curvature deviation on the trail. For
trajectories with 2 or additional degrees of freedom, a gradient descent theme may be
used. For trajectories with just one degree of freedom a proportion or a parabolic
interpolation theme is appropriate.
To clarify the strategy, a curvature optimization on the set inclination and azimuth case
information was performed as an example. We tend to contemplate L0=L1 for
consistency, thereby reducing the degree of freedom to at least one. By minimizing the
standard curvature deviation, we get this value for L0, L0=L1=2412.19. within the
optimized trajectory, we found the maximum dog-leg frequency is 4.37 deg/30 m at the
calculated depth of 2029 m. Comparing this value by the non-optimized one given
before with the peak dog-leg severity of 5.01 deg/30 m at 2036 m. If the L0 and L1 are
defined as two separate parameters, we will get the optimized wellbore trajectory at
these values: L0 = 2045.90, L1 = 2808.68
The aim of optimizing the directional drilling path is to eventually stay within pay zone
with low tortuosity. Tortuosity index is a borehole-related indicator of drilling efficiency.
Tortuosity index may have several effects on well performance, including drilling time,
equipment failures and production. Decreasing the measured depth with low dog leg
will result in reduction of drilling time cost leading to reduce the overall cost.
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2.3 Wellbore Trajectory Optimization
Drilling the direction wells is more challenging because of many reasons; low ROP,
hole cleaning issues and wellbore stability problems. We aim to get a good
performance during drilling with achieving stability and decreasing the time. There
are some factors/parameters which should be fed/considered to the trajectory plan
module:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Azimuth (AZI) of the wellbore trajectory
Inclination (INC) of the wellbore trajectory
Controllable drilling parameters (WOB, RPM, ROP,etc).
Unconfined compressive strength (UCS)
Formation pore pressure
In-situ stresses of the studied area

Input data is the first step in this model, the second step involves optimizing the
process to obtain max ROP by using a genetic algorithm (GA). The last step is to
predetermine the suggested azimuth (AZI) and inclination (INC) by considering the
results of wellbore stability using wireline logging measurements, core, and drilling
data from the offset wells. The present study emphasizes that the proposed
methodology can be applied as a cost-effective tool to optimize the wellbore
trajectory and to calculate approximately the drilling time for highly deviated wells to
be drilled in the future.

3 Directional Drilling Tools
3.1 Directional Tools Overview
Since the early 60s, drilling horizontally has been at the same time a big achievement
and a big challenge. The technology has started with no tracking of the location of
the bit and, if compared with the systems that are in the market today, the tools were
rudimentary, however no one is able to diminish the importance and benefits of this
technology.
Drilling horizontally, or directional drilling, represents one of the most important
achievements in the oil industry. There are several reasons why this technology has
changed the operational and technical approach of the oil companies. It has
improved the capability of avoiding drilling through structures which can cause large
washouts, lost circulation or/and corrosion, such as salt domes. Directional drilling
also allows for correction of the drilling angle to approach a determined formation
with the best attack angle. In other words, if we have a hard formation, for example,
directional drilling determines the best angle of approach that maintain the best ROP
and highest efficiency possible for the operation. If we consider oil recovery
improvement, this technology allowed the development of multilateral wells that are
connected to only one platform, increasing the production, and decreasing costs of
the field. Those are just some of the reasons and it is known that this technology can
provide much more benefits as sidetracking and relief wells, but this report will not
enter the details of these other benefits.
Basically, there are two different approaches to directional drilling. Those
approaches are known as point the bit and push the bit. An easy way to understand
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the difference and peculiarities of each systems is to keep in mind that the names of
the methods are an auto-description of them. In the system of push the bit, there is
literally a physical factor downhole that pushes the bit to the side of the formation
and generates the desired angle. Several different physical factors can be used, and
they will be exposed further in this report. Analogically, in the system of point the bit,
the directional driller sets up a tool face and determines the direction, or angle, that
the bit will effectively bend and proceed downhole, if a change of direction is needed,
the tool should be taken out of the hole and reconfigured to the new tool face.
Both methods have advantages and disadvantages, now this report is going to focus
on the point the bit, hence the push the bit will be explained further on. One common
system of point the bit is the mud motor. This motor is installed on the end of the drill
string and will provide rotation to the bit. When building the curve, the drill string does
not rotate, and all the rotation is realized downhole. An advantage of this system is
the attack angle, if the formation is extremely hard, the motor with diamond bits is
usually able to drill overcome this.
The report will demonstrate different systems of push the bit. Further on, the Rotary
Steerable System (RSS) from Canrig will be described and our RSS model will be
based on this tool. Canrig Drilling Technology Norway and UiS Drillbotics team will
work in partnership, exchanging knowledge about RSS modeling.

3.2 RSS systems
In the oil industry, there are different types of RSS system, but the majorly of them
uses systems of pushing the bit. As said before, this system pushes the bit against
the formation. This process is continuous and gradual in almost every case. If, for
some reason, the DSL, the radius of curvature made by the bit, needs to be changed,
the process can be done without taking the equipment out of the well.
The first system exposed on this report is a well-known type of RSS, which is
composed by three expandable pads. It is important to keep in mind that these pads
are installed at the same distance from the bit and around the body of the drill string.
These three pads are allocated close to the drill bit on the drill string structure. The
rotation on the drill string is assured by a top drive or by a rotatory table on the topside
of the platform. To make it easier to understand, this paper proposes an example
assuming a vertical view from the drill string. In this view, as the bit drills downwards,
no change on the position on the bit can be observed, hence the view is made from
above the system. In the moment that an increase of the dog leg is needed, also
known as kick off point, the pads come to play. Assuming a view where one on the
pad is installed on the north part of the drill string, a second one is installed 120
degrees clockwise and the third pad allocated 120 degrees counter-clockwise from
the north , the three pads on the same distance from the bit, this paper will assume
a dogleg to the south direction. If the desired dog leg is on the south direction, the
pad facing north will be activated while the other two pads will be deactivated. It
means that the pad will hit the formation and, if we consider the third Newton law
where it is known that every action force generates a reaction force of same intensity
and opposite direction, the formation will push the drill string back that this will push
the bit to the south direction.
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It is important to clearly understand the basic mechanics of this system. Basically, all
systems of RSS push the bit follow this same concept. If somebody clearly
understands the physics behind this traditional RSS system, all differences and
peculiarities of other systems will be easily understandable and a judgment of
efficiency, given a situation, is easier achievable.

3.2.1 Equipment
This project has been made possible with the partnership with Canrig. Canrig Drilling
Technology (Norway) AS is a part of the multinational and well-known company
called Nabors. The RSS System developed by Canrig is called OrientXpress®
Rotary Steering System. It is a new technology that has already passed the
development phase and it is already in use in the United States. In Fig: 3.1, a vertical
schematic of the equipment can be observed. The blue circle represents the drill
string body and the red circle represents the actuator/offset that is responsible to give
angle to the trajectory. An angle to the left is created once the actuator is acting on
the right-hand side of the drill string. Further details about the operational controls,
functions and characteristics of this system will be exposed further in this report.

Fig: 3.1 Schematic of the equipment

3.2.2 How RSS Works
The system has two cylindrical parts that have the same center point when the
system drills straight. If it is desired to give an angle to the trajectory, one of the parts
is regulated to gradually move its center for the opposite direction of the desired
position. It is important to keep in mind that this actuator cylinder does not rotate with
the rest of the drill string. Similarly, to the pads on the traditional equipment, the
actuator cylinder keeps it steady on the position that is programed to push the
formation. Further on, the physical concept still the same, if the system is
programmed to drill north, the cylindrical part will push the formation to the south
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direction. Mechanically, this system assures a smoother trajectory and less damage
on the wellbore. The reason of this is the fact that the cylindrical actuator has a bigger
area of contact than the pads. Once we have a bigger area of contact, the chances
of damaging a formation or having a less smooth angle of trajectory is lower. Studies
about impact on friction and durability of the equipment should be realized to define
in which scenario this RSS system has its optimum efficiency.
According to Canrig Drilling Technology (Norway) AS, this technology has the
capability to reduce non-productive time, improve the quality of the wellbore,
probably for the reason here already exposed, and decrease costs of direction drilling
hence the equipment generates a better downhole maneuverability. The equipment
has a considerable versatility in different operational conditions. According to its
fabricant, on nabors.com/services/directional-drilling/orientxpress-rotary-steeringsystem, the system can be used under pressures of 20.000 psi and up to 175 °
Celsius or 347 ° Fahrenheit. The precision of the tool also is a point of attention,
having one of the best build up rates in the US and delivering complex trajectories in
zones with tight well spacing and mitigating the collision risk.
The source of energy of the tool is also an interesting point of concern. The actuator
cylinder, the responsible part of pushing the formation, is activated by electric motors.
All the equipment is full electric and self-powered by a mud turbine generator. This
allows longer runs by the drill string, an improved reliability, and less operational
costs.
The tool also has shock, vibration and stick slip sensors that provides real time data.
According to Canrig, on the above-mentioned Nabors website, this RSS system is
the shortest in the oil and gas industry, so the sensors are the closest to the bit.
These two facts allow a continuous and precise control and change of the desired
trajectory of the drill string.
All these facts are the motivation of our team to use this RSS System as a model
and have a partnership with Canrig in this project. This paper will discuss modelling
of this equipment further on this chapter.

3.2.3 How to Model it
After exposing several directional tools, system of point the bit, system of push the
bit, the equipment of Canrig Drilling Technology (Norway) AS and its differences from
the pads equipment and characteristics, this section will finally explain the modelling
of the RSS system.
A good starting point of modelling any equipment is understanding the physics
behind it. Our approach will use concepts of bending of materials, ROP models,
conservation of momentum and force diagram. The actuator/offset generates a force
that pushes the formation and the formation pushes the drill string back. This reactive
force will bend the drill string and generate two other forces in the body of the string,
one on the end of the drill string/bit and another on the stabilizer above the RSS
equipment, see Fig 3.2.
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Fig: 3.2 – Forces on the drillstring

Understand the geometry of the tool is a major factor in the modeling. Extrapolating
from Fig: 3.1, we assume that the distance from the stabilizers to the bit is around
3200mm and the distance from the stabilizers to the actuator/offset is around 2700mm.
It is easy to observe some analogy to the classical beam-bending scenario. Note the
similarities with the classical beam-bending scenario extracted from Machinery’s
Handbook 27th Edition on Fig: 3.3. This approach aims to model a relation between
the bending of the material caused by the offset and the perpendicular force felt by the
formation on the bit.

Fig: 3.3 – Beam-bending scenario
Source : https://www.engineersedge.com/beam_bending/beam_bending3.htm

Based in this analogy, this paper aims to determine a value of force on the bit
depending on the actuator action. The main idea is to use this force instead of weight
on bit in an existent ROP model to calculate a horizontal ROP. This perpendicular
ROP to drill string would be responsible of giving angle to the trajectory and
dependable of the parameters of the original ROP model considering the force on
the bit instead of weight on bit. Considering the axial component of the ROP
dependable of the parameters of the chosen model, this modeling would be able to
determine azimuth and inclination of the trajectory dependable of the RSS system
and its actuator and offset. The current model of ROP is evaluated as follows: [17]
𝑅𝑂𝑃 =

13.33 𝜇 𝑁
𝐷𝑏 (

𝐸𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛
1
− )
𝐸𝐹𝐹𝑚 𝑊𝑂𝐵 𝐴𝑏

eq: 3.1

with 𝜇 being coefficient of sliding friction, N being rotary speed, Db being bit diameter,
WOB being weight on bit, Ab being borehole area, EFF being efficiency and Es being
the compressive strength of the rock.
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This report has exposed the modelling of the RSS system. Once the model is created,
the goal is to compare with the real data from Canrig Norge AS and tune the model,
maybe a change of the ROP model will be necessary.
In the simulator, the RSS model will work in parallel with the trajectory planning model.
Considering that it is almost impossible to follow the planned trajectory, the RSS will
continuously evaluate the inclination and azimuth given by the model with the
optimum trajectory planed. In points where a considerable difference is observed the
model will auto correct it. The idea is to activate the actuator/offset to adjust the force
on the bit and correct as much as possible the azimuth and inclination of the drill
string and to approximate these parameters to the trajectory plan model. If the
inclination is too severe the actuator will reduce the bending of the drill string, that
would reduce the force of the bit that would generate a smoother inclination. The
same analogy will be observed in case of not achieving the desired severity.
Focusing on azimuth, the process is an analogy to the inclination. Taking in account
that the drill string and actuator are circular, and knowing that the azimuth is a lateral
variation, the same analogy from inclination can be used on azimuth. If the bit is far
west and the desired position is on the east, the activator will come to play to correct
the intensity of the force on the bit, given a well determined trajectory.

4 Models Considered in Simulator
4.1 Drill Bit
4.1.1 Introduction
In the oil and gas industry, a drill bit is a tool designed to produce a generally
cylindrical hole (wellbore) in the earth’s crust by the rotary drilling method for the
discovery and extraction of hydrocarbons such as crude oil and natural gas. Drill bits
are broadly classified into two main types according to their primary cutting
mechanism. Rolling cutter bits drill largely by fracturing or crushing the formation with
"tooth"-shaped cutting elements on two or more cone-shaped elements that roll
across the face of the borehole as the bit is rotated. Fixed cutter bits (PDC) employ
a set of blades with very hard cutting elements, most commonly natural or synthetic
diamond, to remove material by scraping or grinding action as the bit is rotated.
Polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) bit is a major drilling tool in oil and gas
exploration and exploitation. It is estimated that the PDC bits have been used for
more than 90% global drilling length and comprise75%–80% of the market all over
the world. However, the overall drilling efficiency will decrease with cutters wearing
out. To maintain an effective rate of penetration (ROP), weight on bit (WOB) is
required to increase. But the degree of tooth wear will be further intensified because
of more WOB. The tooth wear has become the main factor of reducing the service
life and performance of PDC bit.
Besides, it is a known fact that the drilling process is accompanied by the wear of the
cutting teeth of PDC bit. Therefore, it is extremely important to investigate the
mechanical properties, bit steerability and wear behavior of PDC bit.
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4.1.2 Bit Selection and Evaluation
We are considering PDC bit for our simulator as PDC bits have the advantage that
they last longer and drill shoe to shoe, eliminating tripping, and can often be rerun
(with or without refurbishment) on subsequent wells, reducing the cost per foot if
there have a number of wells to drill and PDC Cutters enhance the performance
of PDC drill bits, making them dynamically stable across a wide range of demanding
vertical and directional drilling applications. Polycrystalline diamond cutter is a unique
material possessing high strength, hardness, and toughness.
The conventional way to access drilling performance in the oil field is to compare
actual performance to statistical standards derived from offset records. The drilling
process is treated as a mechanical energy balanced system. Mechanical Specific
energy (MSE) input, drilling efficiency and a minimum specific energy equal to the
rock strength are the key elements of the system. Using mechanical efficiency,
specific energy input and a bit specific coefficient of sliding friction as key indexes of
drilling performance, make bit selection less ambiguous. To achieve the optimal
drilling efficiency, the objective is to minimize the MSE, or to maximize the ROP. The
MSE can be minimized by adjusting the setpoints of the WOB, the ROP and the RPM
in consideration of other factors, like wellbore stability, cuttings transport and drilling
safety. The analysis of drilling system also includes the directional characteristic of
the drill bit. Our model will evaluate the directional behavior of PDC bit as an effect
of gauge length and bit profile. The model will have greater impact on walking
tendency and steerability and the effect of these parameters to well trajectory control.
4.1.3 Specific Energy Calculation
Equation for specific energy
𝐸𝑠 =

𝑊𝑂𝐵
𝐴𝑏

+

120∗𝜋∗𝑁∗𝑇
𝐴𝑏 ∗𝑅𝑂𝑃

eq: 4.1.1

The minimum specific energy is reached when the specific energy is reached when
the specific energy approaches or is equal to the compressive strength of the rock
being drilled.
𝐸𝑠 = 𝐸𝑆𝑀𝑁 = 𝜎

eq: 4.1.2

The mechanical efficiency is
𝐸𝐹𝐹𝑚 = 𝐸𝑆𝑀𝑁 /(𝐸𝑠 ∗ 100)

eq: 4.1.3

The torque T is
𝑇 = (µ ∗ 𝐷𝑏 ∗ 𝑊𝑂𝐵)/36

eq: 4.1.4

The ROP in terms of minimum specific energy and weight on bit
𝑅𝑂𝑃 =

13.3∗𝜇∗𝑁
𝐸𝑆𝑀𝑁
1
− )
𝑊𝑂𝐵∗𝐸𝐸𝐹𝑀 𝐴𝑏

𝐷𝑏 ∗(

eq: 4.1.5

Depth of cut (DOC) in relation with of Specific energy is given by
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𝐷𝑂𝐶 =

2∗𝜋∗𝑇

eq: 4.1.6

𝐴𝑏∗𝐸𝑠

Where:
WOB: weight on bit, N
Db: diameter of bit, m
Ab: Area of bit, m2
T: torque Nm
σ: compressive strength of rock, Pa
Es: Specific energy
ESMN: Minimum specific energy
EFFM: Mechanical efficiency

4.1.4 Bit Steerability
We are modelling PDC bit steerability using bit/formation interaction models. The
model assumption is bit axial and lateral penetrations represented bit tilt motion in
directional drilling. Bit steerability was defined as bit side cutting ability divided by bit
axial cutting ability. The model simultaneously uses bit rotation, bit axial penetration,
bit tilting motion determined by dogleg severity, and formation properties to simulate
the bit/formation interaction. The model predicts the required amount of bit side force,
amount of bit walk force created, speed of bit walks in azimuth direction, and variance
of bit torque during directional drilling. In bit steerability design, this model explores
the effects of bit geometry parameters on steerability and walk rate, including cutting
structure parameters, impact arrestor parameters, active gage geometry, passive
gage geometry, and sleeve geometry.
Bit side cutting motion is usually defined as the bit lateral motion perpendicular to bit
axis and is measured as rate of lateral penetration (ft/hr.). Bit tilt motion, on the other
hand, is defined as the rate of angle change of bit axis relative to the instantaneous
direction of the wellbore. Fig: 4.1 depicts the bit side cutting motion and bit tilt motion,
respectively. Bit steerability is defined as the ratio of lateral vs. axial drill ability.

Bit steerability: Bs=D_Lateral /D_Axial

eq: 4.1.7

In the above equation, the lateral drill ability (D_lateral) is defined as the rate of lateral
penetration or the side force (ROS). The axial drill ability is defined (D_axial) as the
rate of axial penetration or the weight on bit (ROP). The walk angle is calculated by
the height of inner cone depth C and outer structure height G
2(𝐶−𝐺)

𝛼 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐 𝑇𝑎𝑛 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜔

𝑐 +𝜃𝑓 )(𝐶+𝐺)

eq: 4.1.8

C and G: inner cone and outer structure heights
𝝎𝒄 = 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒
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𝜽𝒇 = 𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑑𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘

Fig 4.1: Description of PDC bit structure,[27]

4.1.5 Bit Wear
Rock cutting by PDC drill bit’s cutting teeth at bottom hole is a problem of cutting
element’s oblique cutting. As for PDC drill bit, the geometry model is the foundation
of the study of the cutting mechanics and dynamics of PDC drill bit, especially in
which the changes in the parameters of tooth distributing angle have a great effect
on the force and wear resistance of PDC drill bit. The geometry model is in Fig: 4.2.
According to the definition of PDC drill bit’s geometry angle, assume the coordinate
of any point of cutting element (cutter) as 𝑤(𝑟, 𝜓, ℎ𝑐), where 𝑟 is the radius of cutter,
𝜓 is the location angle of cutter, ℎ𝑐 is the axial distance of cutter’s anchor point, 𝜉 is
the normal angle of cutter, 𝛼 is the cutting edge angle of cutter, 𝛽 is the side rake
angle of cutter. The normal direction vector of the cutter working surface can be
obtained.

Figure 4.2: Geometry model of PDC drill bit’s cutting teeth.[28]
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Fig 4.3: The PDC bit forces and the location and orientation coordinates for cutter.[28]

The Mathematical equation for the bit wear can be calculated following [28], as

V𝑡 = 𝜋*𝑙* (𝑙 + 2*𝛿) C𝑝*𝜇*𝜏*(𝑉/𝐷*𝜋) *exp (1/𝐷*cos2𝜙) *(𝐹𝑑/𝐿)

eq: 4.1.13

Where:
Vt: Volume wear rate, mm3/h
l: Cutting edge length, mm
𝛿: distance from wear parts to the center of drill bit, mm
Cp: hydraulic Coefficient
μ: friction coefficient between cutting element and rock
τ: Cutting element wear shear strength N/m2
V: absolute Linear velocity (mm/s)
D: Diameter of Drill bit (mm)
∅: caster angle (°)
Fd: PDC axial force(N)
L: Arc length (mm)

By considering the above models, we could optimize the bit model by varying the
WOB, ROP and diameter and gauge length so that we can obtain efficient
performance.
4.1.6 Bit Selection Optimization
The mechanical drilling parameters WOB, RPM and bit diameter, gauge length are
the variables that can be varied. By combination of these variables with DOC, Es,
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EFFm, walking rate and wear rate different simulations will be coded for the
evaluation of the drill bit performance. By comparing the analytical results, the
optimal bit choice will be made for the simulation.

4.2 Pressure Calculation and Cuttings Transport
4.2.1 Introduction
The practice of using bottom hole pressure measurements to improve oil and gas
production and solve problems of reservoir engineering began around 1930. Initially,
pressures were calculated using fluid levels, a later method was to inject gas into the
tubing until the pressure became constant. The varied uses of bottom hole pressure
and temperature measurements have increased in scope during the past two
decades as instrumentation technologies have produced more reliable and accurate
tools. These advances have made more applications possible, including multilayer
reservoirs, horizontal wells, interference testing, and drawdown test interpretation.
The measurement commonly referred to as bottom hole pressure is caused by the
hydrostatic pressure of the wellbore fluid and the backpressure held at the surface
in now flowing condition. When wellbore fluid is being circulated, bottom hole
pressure is the hydrostatic pressure plus the friction pressure drop in the annulus.
The reservoir pore-fluid pressure is a fraction of the overburden pressure that is
supported by the fluid system. The other portion is supported by the rock and
generates the in-situ rock stress. The overburden pressure is created by the weight
of the rocks composing the lithostatic column at the point of observation. Hence, the
difference between the overburden pressure and the vertical rock stress can
approximate the pore pressure.
4.2.2 Pressure Calculation
In reservoir, different borehole sections will be drilled with different mud densities in
order to control the well pressure so calculating the pressure at the bottom of the
hole is very important as if the pressure in well is greater than formation fracture
pressure, there will be potential losses of circulating mud in to the formations and if
the well pressure is less than the pore pressure there is potential chance of
developing kick .So controlling the well pressure is very important in the reservoir:
•
•
•

Pwell< Ppore-> Potential kick
Pwell> Pfrac-> Potential losses
Ppore< Pwell< Pfrac

The Hydraulic Pressure = 0.0981*TVD*mud density

eq: 4.2.1

The main purpose of a circulation system is the transportation of cuttings, lubrication,
and cooling of the bit. For our system, no kick/loss situation is considered for the
sake of drilling rock samples. Pressure loss in the hose, the pipe and the BHA part
can be calculated as below.
1

𝐿

∆𝑝𝑓 = 2 𝜌 ∗ 𝑓𝑑 ∗ 𝑢2 ∗ 𝐷

eq: 4.2.2

𝑖

where L equals the length of the hose, ρ is the fluid density, u is the velocity of the liquid inside the
hose and fd is the friction factor, Di is the internal diameter of drill string.
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Pressure loss in the drill bit does not primarily come from friction forces, but more
from the acceleration of the drilling fluid through the bit nozzles. The bit pressure
drop is expressed as
𝜌∗𝑄 2

∆𝑝𝑏𝑖𝑡 = 12.031∗𝐴2 ∗𝐶 2
𝑇

eq: 4.2.3

𝑑

where Cd is the dimensionless nozzle discharge coefficient which is set to 0.95 as a rule, Q is flow
rate and AT is total nozzle area.

For the swivel, we use following formula given to calculate pressure loss:
𝜌∗𝑄 2

∆𝑝𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙 = 𝐴2∗𝐶 2

eq: 4.2.4

𝑣

𝑐𝑣 is the flow coefficient.

By calculating the friction loses from the well we will get bottom hole pressure. Then
we can estimate the bottom hole pressure at every increment of time step as change
in length is caused due to drilling and the required well pressure can be maintained
by circulating necessary flow rate to ensure the pressure is in acceptable limits for
safe working of the reservoir .
4.2.3 Cuttings Transport
Oil and gas drilling operations include the process that is aimed at penetrating the
earth surface to a subsurface hydrocarbon reservoir through a bore hole called
wellbore or well. During this process, small rock fragments are produced and more
of these fragments are generated as the hole gets deeper and deeper. Therefore,
removing the rock cutting from the wellbore, drilling fluids, also referred to as drilling
mud, is used. Drilling fluid basically is a mixture of a continuous phase (either oil or
water), weighting agents (e.g. barite) and some viscosifying agents (e.g. bentonite).
The ability of the drilling fluid to lift the drilled cuttings off the wellbore is governed by
several factors. These factors are related to both the properties of the mud itself such
as the mud density (mud weight), mud rheology and to some drilling parameters such
as the hole inclination angle, drill pipe eccentricity (i.e. location of the drill pipe from
the axis of the well), rate of penetration (ROP), rotary speed (RPM) and more.
Inefficient removal of the drilled cuttings may lead to many problems. These
problems are costly and may include low ROP, early bit wear and, in some severe
cases, a complete loss of the well due to stuck pipe. Therefore, it is very important
to put the hole-cleaning efficiency into consideration during the drilling process.

4.3 Drillstring Modeling
4.3.1 Introduction
Friction represents a resistive force, which always acts against the motion, limiting
the energy transfer through the drill string. There are two main mechanisms of friction
occurrence and propagation, which are related to sliding motion (drag) and the
rolling/rotating motion (torque). Excessive drag occurs during various operations in
the well: tripping, reaming, drilling, etc. Depending on the section geometry (vertical,
straight-inclined, curved), sliding friction can be a function of drill string weight or
tension as the main contributors to the normal force. Wellbore friction represents one
of the biggest limitations for drilling of 3-dimensional wells Traditionally, wellbore
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friction forces calculation is performed using soft-string torque and drag models,
which assume the drill string to be in contact with the wellbore at any point along its
length. However, by disregarding shear forces and bending moments, such models
may yield imprecise results in high tortuous wellbore sections. Normally, we would
like to plan the trajectory to have as small DLS as reasonably possible to reduce
friction.
Traditionally, torque and drag calculations are starting from the bottom of the well,
and the friction forces are assumed to be zero at the bottom. The drill string is
typically divided into segments of equal length (see Fig: 4.3.1), which typically
corresponds to the interval between surveys (inclination/azimuth measurements).

Fig 4.3.1: An example of torque and drag calculations for a selected wellbore.[32]

4.3.2 Drill String Modelling Assumptions
The below are the modelling assumptions for the drill string
•
•
•
•

The bending stiffness of the drill string is neglected, i.e. the string is modeled as
a cable or rope. The contact force in inclined and vertical sections is because of
the normal component of the weight of the drill string. This is called a soft string.
The friction force is between the drillstring and the wellbore in the presence of
drilling fluid. This is called Coulomb friction.
The drag force will be affected by flow of fluid in the annulus. This is called the
fluid flow effect
The drillstring is assumed in continuous contact with the wellbore, neglecting
the effects of tool joints, coupling and wellbore irregularities and tortuosity. This
is called a slack string.
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4.3.3 Analytical Model of Torque and Drag
Aadnoy recently derived a three-dimensional torque and drag model. The model
defines the hook loads for hoisting and lowering operations, in addition to torque, for
a string in a wellbore. There are two sets of equations, one for straight well sections
and another for arbitrary well orientation. The idea behind the model is to first
compute the dog leg severities. The newly developed model was implemented on
the simple models presented. The newly derived model considers several
parameters such as the effect of combined axial motion and drill string rotation.

Fig 4.3.2: A 3D shaped well, [32]

Combined -Axial motion and Rotation:

For combined motion, axial velocity will Vh be and tangential pipe speed will be,
giving a resultant velocity of V.

Fig 4.3.3: Resultant velocity of axial and tangential velocity [32]

The angle between axial and tangential velocity is
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𝜑 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (𝑉ℎ /𝑉𝑟 ) =

𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (60∗𝑉ℎ )

eq: 4.3.1

2∗𝜋∗𝑁𝑟

Drag in vertical or straight inclined section, no rotation
𝐹2 = 𝐹1 + 𝛽∆𝐿𝑤(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 ± 𝜇𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼)

eq: 4.3.2

Torque loss for straight inclined section, axial motion
∆𝑇 = 𝜇𝑟𝛽𝑤∆𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

eq: 4.3.3

Drag for vertical or straight inclined section, rotation is present:
𝐹2 = 𝐹1 + 𝛽∆𝐿𝑤(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 ± 𝜇𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜓

eq: 4.3.4

Torque loss for straight inclined section, axial motion is present:
∆T = μrβw∆𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜓

eq: 4.3.5

Drag for curved section, no rotation:
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼2 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼1

𝐹2 = 𝐹1 𝑒 ±𝜇|𝜃2 −𝜃1| + 𝛽𝑤∆𝐿 (

𝛼2 −𝛼1

)

eq: 4.3.6

Torque loss, no axial motion:
∆𝑇 = 𝜇𝑟𝐹1 |𝜃2 − 𝜃1 |

eq: 4.3.7

Drag for curved section, rotation is present:
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼2 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼1

𝐹2 = 𝐹1 + 𝐹1 (𝑒 ±𝜇|𝜃2−𝜃1| − 1) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓 + 𝛽𝑤∆𝐿 (

𝛼2 −𝛼1

)

eq: 4.3.8

Torque loss for curved section, axial motion is present:
∆𝑇 = 𝜇𝑟𝐹1 |𝜃2 − 𝜃1 | 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜓

eq: 4.3.9

where:
𝛼: is wellbore inclination, rad if not trigonometrical function
𝐹1 : drag at the previous segment, N
T: torque, Nm
∆𝐿: length of the segment, m
𝛽: buoyancy factor,
w: weight per meter, N/m,
μ: friction factor,
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r: pipe radius, m,
𝜃: dogleg angle, rad

To calculate torque and drag, friction factor must be known/assumed. Normally, this
parameter varies with surfaces in contact and the lubricant between them, thus if the
formation being drilled is known, the friction factor can be selected accordingly.
4.3.4 Drill String Dynamics
Drillstring dynamics is usually understood as drillstring vibrations, i.e. periodical
movement of drillstring elements, including drill bit and BHA in response to
application of external forces. We discriminate between three vibrations types: axial,
lateral and torsional. The dynamic motion of drillstring can be fully described by six
degrees of freedom per node: axial and lateral translation, angular rotation around
the longitudinal axis and bending in two planes. Degrees of freedom represent the
possible ways of drillstring movement, and node is an ending of an element. For
instance, a simple drillstring element has two endings or nodes as in Fig: 4.3.4. Fig:
4.3.4 represents an element of a drillstring, where nodes 1 and 2 belong to the same
element with the same properties,  is the relative torsional displacement and X
is the relative axial displacement. Thus, this element is modeled considering two
degrees of freedom.

Fig 4.3.4: A beam element under torsion and axial force.[39]

Two common modeling approaches are used to describe the dynamic motion of the
drillstring in a wellbore: lumped-parameter models and finite element models (FEM).
In lumped systems, the dependent parameters are modeled as function of time, while
in finite element systems, they are modeled as function of time and space. Typically,
lumped parameter models are preferred to model dynamic behavior of the drillstring
due to their user-friendliness, however, some efforts have been done to model
drillstring using FEM as well.
Assuming further the drillstring presented in Fig: 4.3.4, we can construct the equation
of motion (EOM) for this two-degrees-of-freedom system. Generally, the EOM can
be presented as below:
𝑀ϋ(𝑡) + 𝐶ύ(𝑡) + 𝐾𝑈(𝑡) = 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑡)

eq: 4.3.10

Where M is the mass matrix, C is the damping matrix, K is the stiffness matrix, Fext is the sum of the
external forces, U is the vector matrix of displacements, both axial and angular, 𝑈̇ is the vector matrix
of velocities and 𝑈̈ is the vector matrix of accelerations. To simplify the equation, we can assume the
damping to be zero in our problem. Mass element matrices for translation and rotation respectively
are calculated using the respective equations below:
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𝑚𝑡𝑟 =

𝜌𝐴𝑙
2

, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚𝑟𝑜𝑡 = 𝜌𝐼𝑙

eq: 4.3.11

where 𝜌 is the density of the material, I is the polar moment of inertia symmetrical around the axial
direction, l is the length of the element and A is the cross-sectional area of the drillstring. Stiffness
element matrices for translation and rotation are calculated using the respective equations below:

𝑘𝑡𝑟 =

𝐸𝐴
𝑙

, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡 =

𝐺𝐼

eq: 4.3.12

𝑙

Where G is the shear modulus of the material. The stiffness and the mass element's matrices are
presented below:

𝑘
𝑘=[
−𝑘

𝑚
−𝑘
] , and 𝑚 = [
0
𝑘

0
]
𝑚

eq: 4.3.13

Then the element equation for the combined axial and torsional vibrations with two
DOF per node can now be written in a more defined form:

where x represents axial displacement, f represents the external force and m represents the moment
of force.

The square parenthesis is used for square matrices and curly parenthesis are used
for vector matrices. To solve the complete system, the element matrices must be
assembled to a global form, such that all equations could be solved simultaneously.
The system can be solved by using existing numerical solvers, as Central Difference
Method, Newmark-beta method, etc.

4.4 Safety Boundary
4.4.1 Buckling Limit
The slenderness is a measure of the tendency for a drill pipe to buckle. If the
slenderness found to be greater than critical ratio, then it is empirically found that
Euler’s Critical Load formula is applicable.
𝑠𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

𝑙

eq: 4.4.1

𝑘

And K, is defined by
𝐼

𝐾 = √𝐴

eq: 4.4.2

Where I is the minimum moment area of the cross-section and A is the cross-sectional area, given
respectively

I =π/64*(Do4- Di4) &

A= π/4*(Do2- Di2)

eq: 4.4.3
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where Do and Di are outer diameter and inner diameter, respectively.

The critical slenderness ratio is given as follows
1

=√
𝐾

2∗𝜋 2 ∗𝐸

eq: 4.4.4

𝜎𝑦

where E is the modulus of Elasticity and σy is the tensile yield strength.

Buckling of a drill pipe is the main limiting factor when it comes to selecting a
maximum WOB. Buckling occurs when a structure, such as a drill pipe, is subjected
to compressive stress and start a sideways deflection. The deflection may cause the
drill pipe to rapidly wear due to abrasion along the borehole wall. If the deflection
becomes too great, the drill pipe will start to deform plastically and eventually lose all
its load bearing capacity. In order to prevent the buckling effect, it is important to
know the strength of the drill pipe by using Euler’s Critical Load formula given below
𝐹𝑐𝑟 = (𝜋 2 ∗ 𝐸 ∗ 𝐼)/(𝐾 ∗ 𝐿)2

eq: 4.4.5

where K is column effective length factor and L is the unsupported length of the column.

We are considering Aluminum for the calculation but later we will consider different
materials for drill string. The critical load was found to be 280.5N. Thus, one should
not apply more than 280.5N of the WOB to avoid the drill pipe from buckling.
4.4.2 Torque Limit
In our case, torsional vibrations might be the most critical reasons to lead to drilling
failures. Torsional vibrations are typically represented by stick-slips, which means
that the drill bit stops rotating and the drill string accelerates and decelerates in a
periodical manner. Then, it is important to know how much torque the drill pipe can
endure in order to prevent it from failures. One can calculate the maximum torque
using
𝐽

𝑇 =𝜏∗𝜌

eq: 4.4.6

𝑟

where T is the torque, τ is the shear stress, J is the polar moment of inertia and ρr is the radial distance
to center of the pipe.

From the above equation, it is easy to get the maximum torque
𝜋

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 16 (𝐷𝑜4 − 𝐷𝑖4 )/𝐷𝑜

eq: 4.4.7

In order to perform safe drilling, one should also know the shear yield strength, τy.
By using Euler-Mascheroni constant of 0.577, one can convert tensile yield strength,
σy, to shear yield strength, τy, as
𝜏𝑦 = 0.577 ∗ 𝜎𝑦

eq: 4.4.8

The maximum torque before the drill pipe yields is
𝜋

𝑇𝑦 = 𝜏𝑦 ∗ 16 (𝐷𝑜4 − 𝐷𝑖4 )/𝐷𝑜

eq: 4.4.9
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4.5 BHA Modelling
4.5.1 BHA Guidelines
The resulting behavior of drive mechanism should be modeled (e.g. resulting tilt, side
force, etc.) The drive mechanism should take commands from a control system and
change parameters accordingly. The BHA should also (virtually) measure certain
parameters and return to the surface or the control system. The bit-to-sensor
distance as well as measurement frequency (i.e. intermittent vs continuous survey)
should be a configurable parameter in the design.
An important problem in directional drilling is the directional control. The dogleg
severity (DLS), the index of curvature of the wellbore, is defined by the turning angel
of the drill direction over the length of the wellbore. Drillers design the path of the
wellbore by controlling the DLS. However, when drilling under the surface of the earth,
it is not easy to detect the drilling direction. If the DLS in drilling does not follow the
designed DLS, the wellbore may deviate far away from the target. [34]
Drilling direction is mostly influenced by the direction of the drill bit and the side force
applied on the drill bit. When the direction of the drill bit is inclined to the wellbore
axis, the axis force, or weight on bit will add an extra turning angle to the wellbore
axis. Similarly, the side force can also cause an extra angle to the wellbore axis. To
control the drill direction, we must find a method to calculate the influence of the side
force and the tilt angle.
There are two types of steering mechanism to control the drilling direction: PushThe-Bit and Point-The-Bit. In Push-The-Bit, the side force is predominant. In PointThe-Bit, the tilt angle is the dominant factor. In both mechanisms, the tilt angle and
the side force work together to control the walk direction of the drilling. In most cases,
the two factors can influence each other. Normally, the drillers control the
deformation of the drill string to apply the side-force on the drill bit. At the same time,
the deformation of the drill string will also change the tilt angle of the drill bit. When
the side force is changed, the tilt angle will be changed too.
The aim of this modelling is to investigate the relationship between the deformation
of the BHA, the side force and the tilt angle. The walk angle can be calculated using
the tilt angle and the side force. Then DLS is easy to be calculated.
These models are also useful when designing the directional well and directional
tools. The distance between components on the drill string is the important factor to
influence the deformation and the side force between the drill string and the wellbore.
In directional tools designing, engineers can use this model to check the behavior of
the BHA.
4.5.2 Angle Calculations
Normally, the deflecting methods used today are motor systems and rotary steerable
systems that may create side force and tilt angle of the drill bit. The side force will
push the bit to cut the wall of wellbore, and the tilt angle of the drill bit will change the
direction of the bit away from the direction of the wellbore axis. Before calculating the
DLS, we need figure out how to calculate the side force and tilt angle of the drill bit.
𝑅𝑂𝑆

Push angle 𝜃𝑠 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑅𝑂𝑃)

eq: 4.5.1
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ROS is side cutting rate, ROP is rate of penetration that is caused by the WOB and the walk angle is
summation of tilt angle and push angle

𝜃𝑤 = 𝜃𝑠 + 𝜃𝑡

eq: 4.5.2

Fig 4.5.1: Walk angle, push angle, tilt angle.[40]

The side force is the main reason that cause push angle. The method to apply the
side force on the drill bit is to deform the drill string. When the interaction with
wellbore stops the deformation of the string, the deformed string will apply a side
force on the wall of the wellbore. This process seems just like a deformed spring
pushing the wall. The property of the rock is another important factor that influences
the cutting rate. The harder the rock is, the lower rate of the side cutting is. Even
though the axial penetration rate (ROP) is also lower when the rock is harder, the
change of the ROS and ROP may be different due to the anisotropy of the rock.
Therefore, the model to calculate the push angle must include the proper rock
strength.
𝑅𝑂𝑆 =

(𝑨∗𝑭𝟐𝒔𝟏 )
𝑺𝒓

eq: 4.5.3

Where:
ROS: the side cutting rate in ft/hr
FS1: the total side force at the bit in lbs
Sr: the dimensionless rock strength

In this study, the analytical model is a static force model bases on the non-rotating
housing mechanism. In this kind of BHA, the housing, which is also called as nonrotation pad, does not rotate when drilling. This mechanism keeps the direction of
the drilling stable. A rigid BHA of Push-The-Bit is a force model that assumes all the
components of the BHA are rigid body. All the deformation is neglected in the model.
It is assumed that the drill pipe will keep straight shape when the BHA is in static
balance status. The BHA has a tilt angle according to the baseline. The baseline is
a straight line goes through the axis of the wellbore at the drill bit and the axis of the
wellbore at the stabilizer. As shown in Fig: 4.5.2, the size of the stabilizer and the
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size of the drill bit are different, thus when they are pushed to the wall of the wellbore,
the axis of the pipe will tilt to the baseline. This is the reason that even if the drill pipe
is a rigid body, the drill bit will still have the tilt angle. The drill bit, the non-rotation
pad and the stabilizer are supported by the wall of the wellbore. These supports are
the same as the supports in the continuous beam model, where the pin supports the
beam. So, the force model of Push-The-Bit can be simplified to be a 3-supportcontinuous-string model.

Fig 4.5.2 Force model of rigid push the bit.[40]

Fig 4.5.3: Force model for rigid push-the-bit.[40]

The tilt angle of the drilling pipe is calculated by
𝜃𝑡 = (𝑒1 − 𝑒3 )/(𝐿1 + 𝐿2 )
The direction change caused by the side force is calculated as θs
𝐴∗𝐹2

𝑆1
𝜃𝑠 = − 𝑅𝑂𝑃∗𝑆

𝑟

The walk angle is the summation of the tilt angle and the push angle
𝜃𝑤 = 𝜃𝑠 + 𝜃𝑡
Then, the DLS of the BHA is expressed as
𝐷𝐿𝑆 = (2 ∗ 𝜃𝑊 )/(𝐿1 + 𝐿2)
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The interaction of these parameters, which have a direct bearing on predictions of
wellbore inclination and direction, has been summarized in the following inclination
equation,
𝑅𝑂𝑆

𝛿 𝑛+1 = 𝛿 𝑛 + 𝜃𝑡 + 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑅𝑂𝑃)
Where:
𝛅n+1: the new bottom hole inclination
𝛅n: current bottom hole inclination
A: coefficient of side cutting force
DLS: dog leg severity
Li: length of drill pipe between two components
Rb: radius of drill bit
ri: radius of drill pipe
rp: radius of the pad
rs: radius of stabilizer
rw: radius of well bore

4.5.3 Tool face orientation
Very often the process of drilling for oil reserves reaches the point where a drilled
hole has diverted from the proposed trajectory. In that case the azimuth and
inclination of drilled hole need to be brought back to the planned one as soon as
possible. The correction of the trajectory might need to be executed numerous times
during the drilling of the hole.
In order to return the path of the drilled hole to the desired direction, we are using
direct trajectory control. Even though we know where the hole should aim in terms
of azimuth and inclination, that is not enough for the orientation of the deflection
device. Only if we know the tool face angle for the planned trajectory correction, the
deflection device can be set in the proper position down the hole and the necessary
deviation achieved. The length of the total deviation depends on the dogleg required.
Tool face angle is defined as the angle between top side of the borehole and the
normal vector pointing to the center of the curved section. However, the direction of
that vector matches the direction of the lateral force that would induce the deviation.
Therefore, tool face angle can be presented as a parameter that defines the position
of the lateral force needed to deviate a borehole. In exploration, tool face angle is
measured in clockwise direction from 0° to 360°.

4.6 ROP Modelling
Drilling optimization has been the focal point of drilling research for a couple of
decades given its economic value to an oil and gas project. Over the past couple of
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decades, engineers, operators, and researchers have made significant efforts to
optimize drilling by modeling different metrics that affect the cost of drilling. Of these
metrics, optimizing the ROP is the most widely used metric since it translates into
saved time. ROP modeling efforts undertaken in the industry today consist of both
analytical (traditional, physics-based, or empirical) models and data-driven models.
Analytical models utilize semi empirical methods to predict ROP whereas data-driven
ROP models utilize machine learning algorithms for the prediction of ROP.ROP
modeling is utilized to determine the optimal drilling control parameters (such as
RPM and WOB) required to drill ahead of the bit: parameters that will result in the
highest ROP when implemented.
Our study explores the distinct approach to ROP modelling .Physics based models
rely on a fixed equation derived from drilling physical principles and have been
traditionally used in industry .The data driven models utilize machine learning and
predictive analytics to enhance ROP prediction and optimization and based on the
results we will use suitable ROP model in our simulator .
Analytical models were developed for ROP prediction based on laboratory
experiments and have been improved to incorporate advances such as bit
technology, drilling in unconventional reservoirs, or the introduction of additional
parameters. Most of these models have empirical coefficients that incorporate
changes in lithology, geology, and other factors not readily measured. The empirical
coefficients are constrained; the values utilized in upper and lower bounds are based
on physics and engineering judgment.
Looking into the governing equations of the physics-based models provides intuition
behind the input parameters and their importance in drilling. Bingham's model
(Bingham, 1964) was the earliest of the traditional models considered in this paper.
The model was designed to be applied to any bit-type
𝑅𝑂𝑃 = 𝑎 ∗ 𝑅𝑃𝑀 ∗ (𝑊𝑂𝐵/𝐷𝑏 )𝑏

eq: 4.6.1

where ROP is the rate of penetration (ft/hr), WOB is the weight on bit (klb), RPM is the rotary speed
of the drill (revolutions/min), Db is the bit diameter (in), and a and b are constants determined for a
given rock formation

Hareland's model proposed a bit specific model – specific to the drag bit
𝐴

𝑅𝑂𝑃 = 14.14 ∗ 𝑁𝑐 ∗ 𝐷𝑣

eq: 4.6.2

𝑏

where Nc is the number of cutters, Av is the area of rock compressed ahead of a cutter (in2), and the
other variables repeat themselves from the Bingham model. Av is set based on the type of drag bit:
in the case of a polycrystalline diamond cutter (PDC) bit it can be formalized as
𝑑

4∗𝑤𝑜𝑏

𝐴𝑣 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃(( 2𝑐 ) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1 (1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝜋𝑁

2
𝑐 𝜎𝑐 𝑑𝑐

2∗𝑤𝑜𝑏

) − (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝜋𝑁

𝑐 𝜎𝑐

4𝑤𝑜𝑏 2

− (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝜋𝑁

)

𝑤𝑜𝑏

2 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝜋𝑁 𝜎
𝑐 𝜎𝑐 𝑑𝑐 )
𝑐 𝑐

eq: 4.6.3
where α is the cutter side rake angle (degrees), θ is the cutter back rake angle (degrees), dc is the
cutter diameter (in), and σc is the unconfined compressive strength (psi).

The Motahhari model was PDC-bit-specific, and incorporates a wear function
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𝑅𝑂𝑃 = 𝑤𝑓 (

𝑅𝑃𝑀𝛾 ∗𝑊𝑂𝐵𝛼
𝐷𝑏 ∗𝑈𝐶𝑆

)

eq: 4.6.4

where UCS is the unconfined rock strength (psi), Wf is the wear function, G is the model coefficient,
which represents the drillability, α and γ are ROP related model exponents calculated by minimizing
the least squares loss

The Bourgoyne and Young (BY) model estimates ROP as a function of eight
parameters as shown in the equation below:
𝑅𝑂𝑃 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑎𝑖 + ∑8𝑗=2 𝑎𝑗 𝑥𝑗 )

eq: 4.6.5

where a1 is the formation strength parameter, a2 is the normal compaction trend exponent, a3 is the
under compaction exponent, a4 is the pressure differential exponent, a5 is the bit weight exponent,
a6 is the rotary speed exponent, a7 is the tooth wear exponent, and a8 is the hydraulic exponent.
Coefficients a1 through a8 are determined with a multiple regression technique, using several data
points to determine the eight unknowns that best fit a specific set of field data.

4.7 Model Coupled and Interacted in Simulator
In automated drilling every parameter is dependent on other variables. Hence, the
models should be coupled in order to ensure proper working of the simulator. The bit
selection first and fore most important factor which is later used in further sections.
The bit selection is influenced by WOB and RPM as inputs and we will get the
required diameter of drill bit. For torque and drag analysis the inputs are WOB, RPM
and these parameters ensure the drill string will with stand Buckling and vibration to
ensure proper drilling.
The trajectory plan in set by using inclination angle and azimuth. When the drilling is
started the BHA inclination is updated so that our RSS system will follow the
designed trajectory path.
The ROP will be considered by WOB, RPM, buckling and an optimized ROP used in
the simulator .ROP will be input for the cutting transport equation for maintaining
required flow density and this density will be the input to the bottom hole pressure
calculation to ensure proper pressure.

5 Control algorithms
The brief overview of the control diagram designed in the simulator is given in Figure
5.1. The control systems have two parts:
•

•

Surface Control: PID controllers to manipulate operational parameters, like
WOB, RPM and flow rate to regulate drilling system behavior (drilling speed,
drilling cost, incident management etc.) by linking with optimization modules
designed in the simulator ( to be fed with optimal WOB, RPM and flow rate
setpoints);
Downhole Directional Control: the new inclination and azimuth are fed to the
RSS system to realtime control/optimize the wellbore trajectory, like minimum
DLS, minimum torque loss, through trajectory optimization module which will
be discussed in section 6.
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Figure 5.1 Control system overview

The innermost loop, the downhole control loop, is often proprietary since it links to
hardware devices. The outermost loops (reservoir navigation and geosteering) are
at this time, manual loops, although software models for formation inversion are
involved. The directional drilling control loop (a.k.a. surface control loop) is the
system of most commercial interest at present.
PID Controller 1:

The first PID controller is used to control pumps to manipulate the flow rate in the
system. This flow rate will be adjusted according to the ROP set point, the change of
pressure and cuttings transport. So, PID controller will receive the feedback from the
ROP optimization module and will adjust the flow rate accordingly.
PID Controller 2:

The second PID controller will be used to control the WOB by controlling drawworks.
The WOB set points are considered from ROP optimization model. Hence, PID
controller will receive the feedback from the ROP optimization module and will adjust
the WOB according to the ROP.
PID Controller 3:
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The third PID controller will be used to control RPM by controlling the topdrive. The
RPM set points are considered from ROP optimization model. So, PID controller will
receive the feedback from the ROP optimization module and will adjust the RPM
according to the ROP.

6 Drilling Optimization
6.1 Requirements from Guidelines
Optimize set point commands for drilling parameters such as WOB, RPM, etc. such
that drilling performance and steering are optimized. Such real-time optimization
should be done automatically.

6.2 ROP Optimization
6.2.1 Operational Parameters
Although high ROP is required in the real-time drilling process, ROP optimization
should also consider drilling safety and efficiency. The drilling speed should not
seriously affect the borehole environment, maintain the high hole cleaning and
maintain the lower hole pressure within a reasonable pressure window to prevent
drilling hazards such as kick and lost circulation. In addition, the high ROP may
damage the integrity of the drill bit and the borehole. WOB, RPM and flow rate are
the key parameters that should be most suitable candidates for the ROP optimization.
There are persistently fundamental parameters that should be structured and
observed during drilling operations in order to prevent extreme unexpected issues
and moreover, to permit enhancing the well activities as much as possible. The
tracking of certain drilling parameters and their changeability in the least amount of
time possible is the most critical method in real-time operations. The target is to
provide constantly optimized operations and changes to match any discrepancy and
need encountered in real-time scenarios compared to the one expected. All these
factors lead to a reduction in running time and, most significantly, a reduction in
overall expense, directly demonstrating the economic value of projects.
Modifications must be required to be applied in conjunction with 3 main factors, while
drilling must be applied simultaneously.
•
•
•

Weight on bit, WOB
Revolution per minute, RPM
Mud weight, MW

These three main factors have an enormous impact on how easily a well is drilled,
penetration rate.

6.2.2 Effects on ROP
There are many known factors that affect the penetration rate in a certain operation.
Manipulation on these parameters to reach their technical limits would provide
maximum achievable ROP without compromising the operation safety or activities
integrity. We could classify those parameters in two key process groups, controllable
and uncontrollable variables.
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•
•

Controllable parameters: bit type, hydraulic parameters, MW, WOB and RPM.
Uncontrollable ones: formation properties, such as rock properties, formation
matrix, pore pressure, permeability, compaction, in-situ stresses, and mineral
content.

Formation properties

Formation properties represents an uncontrollable drilling parameter factor, which
greatly affects the rate of penetration. There are one-of-a-kind rock properties, matrix,
mineral content, permeability, pore pressure, in-situ stresses, etc. depending on the
distance from the borehole. Formation characteristics influence selection of drill bit
to be used, MW, WOB and RPM for a specific scenario.
The elastic limit and ultimate strength are the formation properties that exhibit
stronger effect on drilling. A rock's elastic limit means the maximum stress that can
be applied to an elastic body without permanent deformation (elastic strain). When
plastic deformations occur, depending on the confining stress and temperature, the
rock can fail in one of these manners:
•
•

brittle manner: fractures spread through the material by low confining stresses
and high stress levels.
ductile manner; occurring mostly at high confining stresses, low stress rates and
high temperatures.

A rock's ultimate strength is the ability to resist moving forces axially. Products are
broken apart by reaching the compressive strength limit. Furthermore, the shear
strength is very significant where it is related to the threshold force needed to start
the drilling in a rock. Therefore, the volume of rock cuttings formed under the bit is
inversely proportional to the rock's compressive and shear strength.
The formation's permeability also influences the rate of penetration. Since the drilling
fluid can easily filter and flow in the rock in front of the bits in permeable rocks,
resulting in faster pressure differential equalization under the bits, relating
proportionally to collection and elimination of cuttings. Since the pressure
equalization is related to the form of porous fluid phase for example it may also affect
the presence of liquid or gas in ROP, as more filtration may be needed for the
equalization of gas.
Bit type & Hydraulic

Designing the most appropriate bit type for an operation has a huge impact on ROP
as well. Rolling cutter bits with long teeth and a large cone offset angle are used for
shallow depths, where soft formation might be present. The PDC bits are used for
medium-hard formation.
Parameters such as bit hydraulic horsepower, jet impact force, number of Reynolds
are commonly known to influence ROP. A proper jetting action at the bit, which drives
better cleaning of the bit face as well as the borehole bottom, may achieve significant
improvements in penetration rate. These parameters, particularly the flow rate, often
have to be used in conjunction with the BHA measuring tools. The lowest cost per
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drilled foot can be achieved by using the optimal operating conditions for the longest
bit tooth or bits life.
WOB & RPM

While drilling, two main controllable parameters are the WOB and RPM applied
during the operation.
Fig: 6.2.1, which kept all the other drilling parameters unchanged, shows a standard
and general plot of ROP versus WOB. Until the threshold bit weight is applied (point
a), no significant penetration rate is obtained.
Through segment a-b, the rate of penetration increases as WOB increases, and as
it increases further, a higher increase in ROP is observed (segment b-c), and a
subsequent increase will cause only slight improvements in ROP (segment c-d) up
to a certain amount.
In some situations, a decrease in penetration rate is observed after exceeding the
maximum WOB level, but it should be avoided at extremely high WOB values
(segment d-e), known as bit floundering in the oil industry.
Less effective bottom-hole cleaning is due to the poor response of penetration rate
at high bit weight values, as cuttings may start to accumulate inappropriately under
the bit and around the BHA.

Fig 6.2.1: ROP& WOB, BURGOYNE.A. T, Houston, 1986.

Fig: 6.2.2 displays a standard plot of ROP versus RPM, by which plot was obtained
with all other constant drilling variables. Initially, the rate of penetration reacts linearly
with an increase in rotational speed (segment a-b), and the rate of increase in ROP
decelerates after a certain value (segment b-c).
RPM begins to have a very slight effect on ROP after point-c, so that the weak
response of ROP at high RPM values attributed to less well-bore stability and
widening of the well bore (most cases).
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Fig 6.2.2: ROP& RPM, BURGOYNE.A.T., Houston, 1986.

Drilling fluid properties

Drilling fluid or drilling mud directly affects the rate of penetration. The most important
properties are density of mud or MW, rheological properties, filtration characteristics,
quality of solids and distribution of thickness, and chemical composition.
The higher the density of the material, the viscosity, and the solid substance, the
lower the rate of penetration becomes while the higher the rate of filtration, the higher
the rate of penetration. The mud's density, solids content and filtration characteristics
govern the difference in pressure across the crushed rock region below the bit.
The fluid viscosity controls the drill string's parasitic frictional losses and thus the
hydraulic energy available for cleaning at the bit jets. The drilling fluid density plays
a major role in ROP, as this is the characteristic responsible for allowing and driving
the pressure equalization under the bit.
Fig: 6.2.3 shows an example of a ROP response versus the drilling fluid MW
property that kept all other parameters unchanged.

Fig 6.2.3: ROP& RPM, AKGUN, A. et. al., ISSN 0973-6328.

6.2.3 Quantitative Relationships
It has been observed for a long time that the ROP usually increases with increased
flow rate, WOB, RPM, but decreases with increased drilling fluid viscosity and MW.
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A typical consequence of the influence of parameters, some variables may have
significant effects, while others may have negligible effects on MW.
Many authors proposed mathematical relationships between ROP and the main
drilling variables, of which the most detailed mathematical drilling model used today
is the model provided by Burgoyne & Young.
Equation 6.2.1 outlines the drilling model chosen to predict the ROP response which
accomplishes the prediction of Burgoyne & Young, considering the impact of many
different drilling parameters.
The function F1 reflects a certain formation's drill ability identification, the functions
F2 and F3 refer to uncontrollable variables while functions from F4 through F8
represent the variables that could be managed and also have an impact on ROP.
𝑅𝑂𝑃 = 𝐹1 ∗ 𝐹2 ∗ 𝐹3 ∗ 𝐹4 ∗ 𝐹5 ∗ 𝐹6 ∗ 𝐹7 ∗ 𝐹8

eq: 6.2.1

Where:
F1: Effect of formation strength
F2: Rock strength increase due to normal compaction
F3: Effect of under compaction due to abnormal pressure gradient
F4: Effect of overbalance on ROP via ECD
F5: Effect of WOB and bit diameter
F6: Effect of RPM
F7: Effect of tooth wear via tooth dullness
F8: Effect of bit hydraulic jet impact force

6.3 Trajectory Optimization
When deviated from the planned wellbore path, it is imperative for a drilling system
to take correction actions. We are developing a new trajectory control model based
on minimum well profile energy criterion in order to achieve smooth well paths. In
this model, the shape returning path from a deviated position to the planned wellbore
trajectory is divided into two sections, each of which has its length, inclination change
rate, and azimuth change rate. By applying minimum well profile energy condition,
we can obtain a unique solution of these parameters. We are using PID controller
with minimum energy method to optimize trajectory to follow true trajectory plan.
Definition:

The thin elastic line that bends the least while passing through a given set of points
is known as the minimum energy curve. It is considered an excellent criterion
because of its simplicity for producing smooth curves, i.e., describing the minimum
energy of the wellbore path. The minimum energy method involves:
•

Defining a target point, e.g., C or D in the planned well path.
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•

Calculating the parameters of returning path such that we have the minimum
incremental well profile energy.

Determining the target point for Trajectory Correction:

The target point for a trajectory correction can be determined using the maximum
allowable dogleg severity and other limitations. For example, if the maximum added
dogleg severity is 2 °/100 ft and the current orientation angle error, i.e., deviation
angle in Fig: 6.3.1, is 6°. We then know that we need at least 300 ft to correct the
wellbore orientation. However, to correct orientation is not enough. We also need to
correct the position error ε. Assuming that the position error is small, we will find out
later that the new target needs to be ~900 ft ahead of the current location in the
designed trajectory.

F IG 6.3.1: W ELLBORE DEVIATION AND CORRECTION TARGET

Wellbore Profile Energy:

It states that wellbore profile energy equals (EW) the arc-length integral of the sum of
curvature 𝑘(𝑥) squared and torsion 𝜏(𝑥) squared.

Implementation of the Minimum Energy Control Algorithm:

As we discussed before, minimum energy method can offer a unique quantified
solution to correct the well path deviation. It promises a smooth returning path to the
designed wellbore trajectory.
Based on this new control algorithm, we can develop a control program for downhole rotary steering system. Fig: 6.3.3 is the flow chart of the computer program for
trajectory control using minimum energy method.
At the beginning, the detailed wellbore design data will be stored on the downhole
computer such as coordinates and orientation angles of designed well path (MD*, X*,
Y*,Z*, α*, Ф*), pay zone location, maximum allowable dogleg severity, locations of
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must detour obstacles (e.g., existing wellbores, faults, etc.). When the actual well
trajectory data (MD, α, Ф) are received, the actual coordinates (X, Y, Z) will be
calculated using wellbore trajectory models, for example, the industry standard
minimum curvature model or the simple balanced tangential model (Samuel and Liu,
July 2009).
Then we can determine the deviations. One simple way is to find a point on the
designed well path. That point has the same measured depth as the current position
of actual path. The deviations are simply (∆X, ∆Y, ∆Z, ∆α, ∆Ф) with ∆MD=0. But this
method may cause false alarm when the actual path overlaps with designed path
with (∆X≠0, ∆Y≠0, ∆Z≠0, ∆α=0, ∆Ф=0). A more applicable way is to use the
deviation vector, as we discussed in Chapter Two.
There is no analytical formula to calculate the deviation vector. We can numerically
get the vector length by finding the minimum value |ε| among multiple trials. Once
the reference point B on the designed path is found out, we store the ∆MD = MDAMDB for next iteration of deviation vector search.

Fig 6.3.3: Flow Chart of Computer Implementation of wellbore Trajectory control using Minimum energy criterion.[44]

If the |ε| =0, ∆α=0, ∆Ф=0, and target is not reached yet, we can conclude that we are
on the right track. We can certainly use a tolerance value instead of zero as the
criterion for the deviation judgment. If the |ε| (or ∆α or ∆Ф) is not zero or beyond
tolerance limit, we need to check if a correction action is going on. If no, then a
correction action is fired. If a deviation correction is running, we need to further check
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if the actual path is deviated from the correction returning path. Any deviation from
the current correction returning path will result in a start-over of the trajectory
correction.
Once a correction action is fired, the minimum energy algorithm will start running.
First, we select a target point C based on maximum allowable dogleg severity. For
example, if |ε| is 0.0 feet, the angle deviation is 4°, and the maximum allowable
dogleg severity is 2 °/100 ft, then we need at least 200 ft to correct the angle deviation.
|ε| will become non-zero during the correction of angle deviation. To overcome that,
three times of 200 ft = 600 ft is needed to complete the correction. Then we can
calculate the trajectory correction parameters (∆Dn-1, ∆Dn, καn-1, καn, κφn-1, κφn).
After that, we can calculate ∆καn-1 = καn-1 - καn-2 and ∆κφn-1 = κφn-1 -κφn-2
corresponding to the bit tilt angle adjustments in vertical and horizontal directions,
respectively, provided that lateral force on bit is very small.
The controllable parameters are shaft eccentricity ∆ex and ∆ey, or rotation angles
(β1, β2) of eccentric rings. Finally, commands are given to the actuators to deflect
the shaft so as to adjust the build/drop rate of inclination or increase/decrease rate
of azimuth.
Nomenclature:
Di: Measured depth, ft
κ(x): Wellbore curvature, °/100 ft
τ(x): Wellbore torsion, °/100 ft
καi: Inclination change rate in ith section
κφi: Azimuth change rate in ith section
∆Di: ith section length, ft
∆αi: Inclination change ith section
∆φi: Azimuth change ith section
t: Time, sec
Kp: Proportional gain
Ki: Integral gain
Kd: Derivative gain

7 Simulator Software Design
7. 1 Requirement from Guidelines
Our drilling simulator, as per guidelines, will be written in a modular fashion. It will
consist of two major applications:
•
•

Drilling system model
Control System
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Application Programming Interface (API) will be developed for those two applications
to interact with each other. Internally, the code will be split into functions to allow us
to modify or completely replace individual subroutines, as necessary.

7.2 Software Architecture
Our simplified software architecture is shown in Fig: 7.1. We compartmentalize the
elements that are separate in real drilling operation to achieve flexibility and
modularity in terms of adding additional equipment in the future.
It is our intent to create a realistic drilling system first, and then to add a control
system on top of it. We are working under an assumption that it will be difficult to
develop a control system without means of testing it as we go, hence strong focus is
put on developing the drilling model.

Fig 7.1: Simplified software architecture: Drilling model

We split the drilling system model generally into three major components:
•
•
•

Surface Equipment
BHA
BHA-Formation interaction

Generally, the drilling process depends on the selected operational parameters and
drilling equipment, especially, on how those two things influence the rock cutting. We
will elaborate on this below.
The surface equipment will provide parameters such as WOB, RPM and flow rate. It
will be controlled directly by the Control System.
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The BHA consists in our case mainly of RSS, with internal closed loop steering
system, MWD for measurements and other, simpler equipment, such as the bit or
mud motor omitted on Fig: 7.1. RSS can be influenced from the surface by
communication through downlinks. We are also simulating the slow, continuous
stream of data to the surface through mud pulse telemetry.
BHA-Formation interaction module will receive the BHA and surface parameters and
calculate the behavior of the drilling system based on developed submodules. BHAFormation interaction module will provide basic, physical parameters such as depth
to the control system. It will also store the information about drilled well geometry.
We are planning to enable modular expansion of the developed model, to be able to
add, without significant workload, unusual events (stuck pipe, kick, twist-off),
complex geology and more.
The control system consists of visualization of the drilling data and controlling
parameters of drilling system. The system is the center point of the whole architecture,
as it controls the drilling system, API for external connectivity and database for export
and import of data.

Fig 7.2: Simplified software architecture: control system

7.3 Graphic User Interface
The control system is consisting of 4 Graphic User Interface (GUI) as presented in
Fig:7.2.
•
•
•
•

GUI1: is for well planning. Provides a trajectory based of model calculation.
GUI2: controls the steering system, we want to simulate the typical inputs and
output seen by the driller in real life situation. This is the vertical wells and
other gauges typically seen while drilling.
GUI3: gives output of drilling parameters such as ROP model, drill bit position
etc.
GUI4: provides drilling report. This is mostly visualization of the outputs. It
saves the report to database. Moreover, it provides option of .pdf or .doc file
generation.
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7.4 Animation
This is a part of our future implementation plan. Animation provides a better
visualization of the actual drill, its position and trajectory. The details will be provided
later in monthly reports.

7.5 Application Programming Interface
API or (application programming interface) is an interface or communication protocol
between different parts of a computer program intended to simplify the
implementation and maintenance of software. Our API will scale up the connectivity
of the simulator as it will provide connection with external systems and software’s.
Our primary focus is to use MATLAB engine/ mat bridge API for python connectivity.
A general-purpose API is part of future implementation.

8 Open Source
We are targeting Python as our programming language of choice. The control system
will be built with Python and will be connected to MATLAB based model system via
MATLAB API. There are several reasons behind this choice:
•

•

•

‘Ease of use’ To promote the interdisciplinary skills within the team, we wanted
to use a programming language with a forgiving learning curve. Python is a
very forgiving language, and at the same time enforcing an easy to read code
due to use of significant whitespace.
Python is also very accessible, as it is available by default on both Linux and
MacOS platforms, and easily installable on Windows. It is also dynamically
typed; hence no compilation is needed to check the behavior of the modified
code.
‘Popular use in Data Science’. Python is commonly quoted as the most
important language for data science. Other commonly used language is R,
which is focused on statistical computing and not as versatile as Python.
MATLAB is also in common use, especially in academia, however due to its
closed source and commercial nature we decided it is not as good of a choice
as Python.

A very popular way of sharing open source project is via GitHub. GitHub provides
easy access public repository where people can share their code, model and setup
tool as well. Using GitHub includes a wiki and issue tracker that makes it easy to
include more in-depth documentation and get feedback about the project. GitHub
can integrate with common platforms such as Amazon and Google Cloud, services
such as Code Climate to track feedback, and can highlight syntax in over 200
different programming languages.
The actual code, data, and changes via GitHub. More details will be provided on later
stages of the project implementation.
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9 Plan
Our team is composed of several students from different fields of studies. Support
from two PhD’s candidates and the Teacher responsible for the project has been
essential to the realization of the project.
Basically, the meetings take place once a week and everyone expose which
development has been achieved from the previous week. Based on each person
availability, new goals are defined and a plan of action for the hole group is updated.
Extra sections to gather extra knowledge are put in place when needed. PhD’s
lectures and experts from the industry share some focal points to improve our work
and assure that all the simulations and assumptions are acceptable and represent
the data on the real world.
For the first semester of 2020, the work on the project will be increased since some
members of the group will write their master thesis on it. Fifth year students have
taken leaders roles on the project with great support from fourth year students.

For the moment, the plan is composed as following:

- Trajectory Design ________________________________________February 01st
- Directional Drilling System __________________________________ March 01st
- Modeling ________________________________________________ March 01st
- Control Algorithms _________________________________________ April 01st
- Drilling Optimization ________________________________________ April 01 st
- Simulator Software _________________________________________ April 30 th

10 Budget
This project has made possible by a collaboration with some partners. This has
decreased the costs of the hole project. Of course, as we are on an earlier stage, we
cannot assure that future greater investments will not be needed.
On the Well Engineering perspective, the project has a partnership with Canrig
Drilling Technology Norway. On the computational/data science perspective we have
the support of Adams Drill. Both companies and its respective collaborations with
this project have already been mentioned in this report.
Furthermore, we appreciate the fact that some of our travel costs will be sponsored
by Drillbotics competition. As we have a big team, the leader or the project will
contact departments on University of Stavanger to evaluate the possibility of
sponsorship of part of the team.
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Material wise, University of Stavanger has made disponible a brand-new machine
with i7 CPU and 16GB of RAM. We intend to use this machine on the preparation of
the interface of the simulator and on the day of the competition to expose the
simulation in action.
As we are on the first phase of the project, it is known that surprises will happen and
probably more investments will be needed in materials, programs or/and papers.
These surprises events are taken in account on the project budget.
For the moment, out costs are relative to travel expenses. The costs with hotel are
around 20.000 kr (Norwegian krone) and ticket cost around 3.000kr for each
participant of the team. The total amount would be around 50.000 kr.

11 Team Management
Our team is composed by a multidisciplinary group from different areas as well
engineering, computational engineering, and data science. The tasks of this report
were delegated aiming the best possible result from this synergy of backgrounds.
Furthermore, note a list of each person responsibility for a respective task.
Why digital drilling …………….…………....…………………… Larissa
Trajectory Design Specialist …………………………………… Elsayed
Directional Drilling Specialist ……………………….………….

Caetano

Plan Manager ………………………………………………….

Caetano

Budget Manager ………………………………………………...

Caetano

Team tasks and Management Responsible …….……………

Caetano

Modeling Responsible ……………………………….…………

Rishyank

Algorithms Controllers …………………………………...……

Omer

Drilling optimization Specialist …………………………………

Rishyank

Simulator Software Designer …………………………………

Samiul

Opensource Specialist ……………………………………….

Samiul
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